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Abstract
For internet applications, measuring, modeling and predicting the quality
experienced by end users as a function of network conditions is challenging.
A common approach for building application specific Quality of Experience
(QoE) models is to rely on controlled experimentation. For accurate QoE
modeling, this approach can result in a large number of experiments to carry
out because of the multiplicity of the network features, their large span (e.g.,
bandwidth, delay) and the time needed to setup the experiments themselves.
However, most often, the space of network features in which experimentations
are carried out shows a high degree of similarity in the training labels of
QoE. This similarity, difficult to predict beforehand, amplifies the training
cost with little or no improvement in QoE modeling accuracy. So, in this
paper, we aim to exploit this similarity, and propose a methodology based
on active learning, to sample the experimental space intelligently, so that the
training cost of experimentation is reduced. We validate our approach for the
case of YouTube video streaming QoE modeling from out-of-band network
performance measurements, and perform a rigorous analysis of our approach
to quantify the gain of active sampling over uniform sampling.
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Experimentation
1. Introduction
Machine learning (ML) is gathering a huge amount of interest within the
networking community. A typical example of this interest can be found in the
domain of Quality of Experience (QoE) modeling of the Internet applications
where supervised ML classification algorithms are used. QoE modeling refers
to building a model that maps the network or application level Quality of
Service (QoS) measurements of a given application to the application specific
Quality of Experience (QoE), e.g., Mean Opinion Scores (MOS), video abandonment rates. Such models can have diverse applications, as in predicting
the QoE of a certain application for a given network QoS (e.g., our previous
work ACQUA [1, 2]), or optimizing network algorithms and protocols while
accounting for end users QoE [3], [4].
Supervised ML classification techniques require the availability of some
training data that is used to infer a model or a function linking the given
input features to the output labels. Usually, ML works in the domain of QoE
modeling use large training datasets that are mostly generated in the wild by
a large population of real users. These datasets usually come from measurement probes within the network of the service/content providers [5],[6],[7],[8].
Such internal datasets are usually not made public to the research community, pushing most researchers to rely on building their own datasets.
Building datasets on their own requires experiments to be carried out in a
controlled environment where the input QoS features, e.g., bandwidth, delay
etc., are varied artificially (using network emulators such as tc 1 or mininet 2 )
and the target application is run under the enforced network conditions. The
result is a training set whose individual entries are mappings of the enforced
QoS to the output QoE. These training sets are then used to train the supervised ML algorithms to build the QoS-QoE models.
It is to be noted that the space of experimentation can be huge as every
QoS feature corresponds to one dimension with a potential wide range (e.g.,
from a few bits per second to gigabits per second for the bandwidth feature). Also, and more important, the complexity of the experimental space
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increases by the power of the number of QoS features. As each experiment
requires a non-negligible time to be executed (e.g., order of minutes for video
streaming), the overall time required to build the models can then be huge.
For example, to obtain a dataset of 10N samples, in a scenario of N QoS
features, with roughly 10 unique values per QoS feature placed on a grid,
and if each experiment requires X minutes to complete, then the total time
required to build such a dataset would equal to X.10N minutes. For N equal
to 4 features and X equal to two minutes, the required experimentation time
is 14 days! This is a significant hindrance as today’s Internet applications are
rapidly evolving and their implementations quickly changing, which urges for
the models to be re-built on a regular basis. So, reducing the training cost
becomes an absolute necessity. This reduction is even more needed if one
considers the constant increase in the number of applications and services
and the large diversity of content they provide.
In order to reduce this training cost, we observe that the space in which
the experiments are carried out can show a high degree of similarity in the
output labels of QoE. By similarity, we mean how many samples in a small
region of the feature space have same output labels. Experimenting with
this similarity provides little improvement in modeling accuracy in the case
of uniform sampling of the experimental space. We aim to exploit this similarity to reduce the training cost while building the QoE models. In light of
this observation, in this paper, we propose a sampling methdology for QoE
modeling that is based on active learning to reduce this training cost without
compromising accuracy. Our methodology intelligently samples the network
QoS space by only experimenting with the most relevant configurations without impacting modeling accuracy, hence reducing cost of experimentation and
considerably improving the time required for building the QoE models.
Active learning is a semi-supervised ML approach where the learner is
intelligent enough to select which samples it wants to label and learn from this
labeling as part of an iterative process. It is mostly used in scenarios where
there is a large pool of unlabeled data and the cost of labeling is high [9]. Here,
at each iteration, the learner poses queries on the large pool of unlabeled
data and selects the most relevant sample for labeling in terms of the gain
in accuracy of the model under construction; the most rewarding instance
is considered to be the one for which the model has maximum uncertainty.
This approach is known as pool based uncertainty sampling in literature [9].
In this paper, we apply the aforementioned approach for QoE modeling
by controlled experimentation where we present a first validation for a case
3

of YouTube video streaming with the help of a dataset collected and labeled
with uniform sampling, thus forming our ground truth. In this case, we
validate the gain of pool based uncertainty sampling and show its capacity
to reduce the training cost by an order of magnitude. We then observe that
the performance of the ML model built is dependent on the size of the pool
which is required to be predefined before starting the experiments. The
size of the pool can be as large as possible but having pools of the order
of millions can increase the cost of uncertainty computation. Moreover, as
active sampling picks samples with the maximum uncertainty, the learner
can stick to some parts of the space showing high noise in the data, thus
causing useless experiments until that part of the pool is fully explored. This
phenomenon is referred to as hasty generalization in literature [10] where the
learner tends to quickly converge to a final model based on an underlying
inaccurate decision boundary. In order to avoid this problem, we then reframe the whole framework of active learning for controlled experimentation.
We present a version that can work online without relying on having any
predefined pool. Rather, we directly select a network configuration from a
region of high dissimilarity in the given experimental space and we randomize
the selection so that the aforementioned blockage problem is solved. We
perform a rigorous analysis of our active learning approach and show that it
can be used to build rich datasets intelligently.
We consider YouTube in our paper as it is the most widely used video
streaming service and it provides an API that can be used to capture the
video QoE features such as join time, stallings etc, in a web browser. Apart
from YouTube, our approach is general and can work in any scenario where
the input features are controllable, real valued, continuous and bounded by
a given range. Overall, the goal of the paper is to present an intelligent
sampling methodology with the aim of reducing the training cost of QoSQoE modeling in a controlled experimentation scenario. In summary, the
contributions of this paper are:
1. We present an application of pool based uncertainty sampling for QoSQoE modeling by controlled experimentation for a case of YouTube
video streaming showcasing significant gain over uniform sampling.
2. We highlight the blocking issue with pool-based sampling and devise
our online active learning approach that minimizes the computation
cost of uncertainty and implements randomness in the selection to avoid
being trapped in noisy parts of the space.
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3. Finally, we analyze our approaches with both real and synthetic feature
spaces to conclude that the gain of active active sampling over uniform
sampling is dependent on the complexity of the experimental space
considered for a given experimentation scenario.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give
a brief overview of active learning and explain how it is relevant for QoE
modeling using controlled experimentation. We then discuss the methodology, implementation and analysis for pool based sampling in Section3 and
our online sampling methodology in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss the
application of active sampling in real production networks and present a
validation of our sampling approach on an open dataset of network measurements. The related work is discussed in Section 6 and the paper is concluded
in Section 7. The work in this paper is a consolidation of our previous works
in [11] and [12] with additional analysis on synthetic datasets.
2. Active Learning for QoE Modeling
Conventional supervised machine learning builds on a training dataset,
which consists of pairs of input features and output labels, to infer a function
or a model that is then used to predict the label of new input features. Traditionally, the learning algorithms rely on whatever training data is available
to the learner for building the model. Yet, there are scenarios like ours where
there is an abundant availability of unlabeled data, and the effort involved in
labeling these data can be complex, time consuming or simply requires too
many resources. For our case for example, a label of a network QoS instance
is the QoE associated to this instance, which requires an experimentation
to be known. In such scenarios, building a training data by labeling each
unlabeled instance can become a tedious task that can seriously consume
significant amount of resources just to build the fully labeled training data.
At the same time, and more often, the training data built can contain redundancy in the sense that most of the labels come out to be similar for big
parts of the unlabeled dataset. So, if the learner can become ”intelligent”
enough in choosing which unlabeled instances it wants to label and learn
from, the task of building the training dataset can be greatly improved. This
improvement should come by reducing the size of the training dataset without impacting the accuracy of the learner. In fact, an Active Learning system
updates itself as part of a continuing interactive learning process whereby it
5

develops a line of inquiry on the unlabeled data and draws conclusions on
the data much more efficiently [9].
The literature on active learning suggests three fundamental modes of
performing the inquiry on the available data, which are Query synthesis,
Stream-based selective sampling and Pool-based sampling. In Query syntesis, the queries to label new features are synthesized ex novo [13], whereas
in stream based and pool based sampling, the queries are made based on
an informativeness measure (we discuss the informativeness measure in the
upcoming Section 2.1). The difference between the latter two is in the way
the unlabeled data is presented to the learner, i.e., as a stream of data (where
the learner either selects or rejects the instance for labeling) or a pool of data
(where the most rewarding sample is selected from a pool of unlabeled data).
For many real world problems including ours, large amount of unlabeled data
can be collected quickly and easily, which motivates the use of pool based
sampling, making it the most common approach for Active learning scenarios
[9]. The other two modes (query synthesis and stream based) are omitted
because of their incompatibility with our case study. We present in the next
section our framework that relies on pool based sampling, where a pool is a
set of network QoS features to experiment with (uniformly sampled in space),
and where the objective is to find the most rewarding QoS instances in terms
of the gain in the accuracy of the QoE model under construction.
2.1. The Informativeness Measure
The informativeness measure used for active learning is devised by several strategies in the literature as the ones based on uncertainty, query by
committee, and error/variance reduction. Among them, the most popular
strategy as per literature is uncertainty sampling, which is fast, easy to implement and usable with any probabilistic model. Due to its relevance to
implementation and its interesting features, we only discuss about uncertainty sampling in this paper and leave the study of the other strategies for
future research; detail on rest of the strategies can be found in [9].
To describe uncertainty sampling, we first notice that for any given QoS
instance whose label has to be predicted by any machine learning model,
an uncertainty measure is associated with this prediction. This refers to
the certainty or confidence of the model to predict (or classify) the QoS
instance belonging to a certain label (or class). The higher the uncertainty
measure, the less confident the learner is in its prediction. This uncertainty
measure is the informativeness measure that is used in uncertainty sampling.
6

Generally, uncertainty of a machine learning model is higher for instances
near the decision boundaries compared to the instances away from them.
These unlabeled instances near the current decision boundaries are usually
hardly classified by the model, and therefore if labeled and used for training,
would have greater chance of making the model converge towards a better
learning accuracy as compared to other instances which are far from the
decision boundaries. So, if such instances of high uncertainty are selected for
labeling and training, the model would alter and assume a final shape much
more quickly.
The literature on active learning suggests three main strategies of uncertainty sampling for picking the most uncertain instances in a given pool.
Each strategy has a different utility measure, but all of them are based on
the model’s prediction probabilities. Let x denote the set of instances in
the pool still candidates for being labeled. Based on this notation, a brief
description of the various uncertainty sampling strategies is given below:
1. Least Confident. This is a basic strategy to query the instance for
which the model is least confident, i.e., x∗LC = arg minx P (ŷ), where
ŷ = arg maxy P (y) is the most probable label for instance x. This
means picking an unlabeled instance from the pool for which the best
model’s prediction probability is the lowest compared to other instances
in the pool.
2. Minimal Margin. In this method, the instance selected is the one
for which the difference (margin) in the probabilities of its first and
second most likely predicted labels is minimal. Here x∗M ARGIN =
arg minx [P (yˆ1 ) − P (yˆ2 )], where yˆ1 and yˆ2 are the first and second most
likely predicted labels of an instance x. The lower this margin is, the
more the model is ambiguous in its prediction.
3. Maximum Entropy is the method that relies on calculating the en∗
tropy
P of the given unlabeled instance, where, xEN T ROP Y = arg maxx
− y P (y) log P (y), with P (y) being the probability of the instance being labeled y by the given model. The higher the value of the entropy
is, the more the model is uncertain.
So, the best instance for selection becomes the one that has the maximum
uncertainty which can be quantified using one of the above mentioned strategies.
7

3. Pool based sampling for QoE Modeling
Given a large pool of unlabeled network QoS instances, we first select an
instance from the pool which has the maximum uncertainty (as previously
discussed) and then experiment with this QoS instance to find its QoE label.
We then update the QoE model with the obtained label, and recalculate the
uncertainty of the remaining instances in the pool using the newly learned
QoE model. Then again we select the most rewarding instance, and so on.
This defines our iterative methodology for sampling the experimental space.
3.1. Methodology
Our methodology begins by defining the pool, P and initializing the training set, T with few labeled instances. A first QoE vs. QoS model is built
using a machine learning algorithm. Decision trees are typical models, but
other models are also possible as Bayesian or Neural Networks. The idea is
to refine this model in an iterative way using the labels of most rewarding instances. At each iteration, we compute the uncertainty of all instances in the
pool w.r.t the given QoE model and select the unlabeled instance with the
highest uncertainty (based on the utility measures). The selected instance
is removed from the pool, instantiated in the experimental platform, labeled
with the corresponding QoE, then added to the training set. The updated
training set is then used to train the model, Θ in the next iteration. The
whole process is repeated until adequate number of samples are collected,
denoted by the experimental budget N available to the experimenter. Note
that experiments can be stopped before this budget limit if the model being
built converges and stops improving further. In active learning literature, the
criterion to stop further experiments is refered to as the stopping criterion,
we will discuss about it later in Section 4.1. For evaluating our approach,
we set the budget equal to the pool size and experiment until the pool is
exhausted. To validate our approach, we also define a Validation set, V, over
which we validate the model Θ. The overall algorithmic summary of our
methodology is given below:
1: P = Pool of unlabeled instances {x(p) }P
p=1
2: T = Training set of labeled instances {hx, yi(t) }Tt=1
3: Θ = QoE Model e.g., a Decision Tree
4: Φ = Utility measure of Uncertainty e.g., Max Entropy
5: N = Experimental Budget
6: Initialize T
8

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

for i = 1, 2, ... N do
Θ = train(T )
select x∗ ∈ P, as per Φ
experiment using x∗ to obtain label y ∗
add hx∗ , y ∗ i to T
remove x∗ from P
end for

3.2. Implementation
To implement machine learning we use the Python SciKit-Learn library
[14]. The choice of the learner in the context of uncertainty sampling is
dependent on the intrinsic ability of the learner to produce probability estimates for its predictions, which ML algorithms such as Decision Trees and
Gaussian Naive Bayes can provide inherently. However, other popular machine learning algorithms such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) do not
directly provide the probability estimates of their predictions but make it
possible to calculate them using an expensive k-fold cross-validation [15].
With Decision Trees, the probability estimates can be directly obtained from
the distribution of the samples in the leafs of a Decision Tree making uncertainty calculation convenient. They also provide an intuitive understanding
of the relationship between the QoS features and the corresponding QoE
which learners such Neural Networks do not provide. So, due to the aforementioned reasons we use them as our choice of ML algorithm. Having said
that, our active sampling approach is general and can be used with other ML
learners including Neural Networks and SVM as well.
Note here that if the minimum number of samples per leaf of the Decision
Tree is set to 1, leafs will be homogeneous in terms of the labeled instances
per leaf, and the QoE model will remain certain, thus resulting in zero or
one probability values which would not allow any uncertainty measure to
be extracted from the model. So, the minimum samples per leaf in the
Decision Tree should be set to a value larger than 1; we set it to 10 for
binary classification and to 25 for multiclass classification (a QoE on five
labels and a leaf size of 5 times the number of labels), to ensure that the
QoE model allows to produce probablities between 0 and 1. We discuss later
our validation of the approach using the YouTube use case, and the QoE
labels used for classification (Section 3.5).
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3.3. Definition of Accuracy
The accuracy of the QoE vs. QoS model (or classifier) is calculated over
a Validation set and is defined as the ratio of correct classifications to the
total number of classifications. It is to be noted that this global accuracy is
relevant for the case of binary classification. But for multiclass classification,
we also use a measure of the absolute prediction error, which we call the
Mean Deviation, given by E[|ŷ − y|], where y is the true label of an instance
and ŷ is the classifier’s prediction. It is to be noted here that the Mean
Deviation is only calculated over the mis-classified instances, so it caters for
not just only the mis-classifications but also for the range of error.
3.4. Building the Pool and the Validation set
To assess the benefit of active learning for QoE experimentation and
modeling, our study is based on a YouTube video streaming dataset. This
case study is meant to validate the interest from active sampling, we leave
the thorough analysis of YouTube QoE to future research. Our overall data
collection was based on a sample 2 min YouTube 720p video (video ID:
Ue4PCI0NamI) with a time out of 5 mins for each experiment. It took our
setup almost one month to collect this data using automated YouTube video
playout, network QoS configuration and data collection. Our dataset was
built by playing a video using YouTube API in JavaScript, in a controlled
environment, in which the network QoS features comprising throughput, delay
and packet loss rate, were varied in the download direction using DummyNet
[16]. The overall labeling procedure for each experiment is divided into three
main steps:
1. For each QoS instance in the pool, we enforce the QoS configuration
(throughput, delay and packet loss rate) using DummyNet in the downlink direction.
2. Then we perform the experiment with the enforced network conditions,
i.e., we run the YouTube video and we collect from within the browser
the application-level metrics of initial join time, number of stalling
events and the duration of stalls;
3. Finally, we use an objective mapping function for mapping these applicationlevel measurements to the final application QoE value (to be explained
later, but for now we use 0 to 1 for binary and 1 to 5 for multiclass
mapping).
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We define two experimental spaces, one for the instances pool, P, and the
other for the validation set, V. The experimental space for P ranges from
0 to 10 Mbps for throughput, 0 to 5000 ms for Round-Trip Time (set to
two-way delay) and 0 to 25% for packet loss rate. For the validation set, V,
we use a range from 0 to 10 Mbps for throughput, 0 to 1000 ms for RTT and
0 to 10% for packet loss rate. This reduction is meant to lower the number
of instances that can be easily classified, while concentrating validation on
challenged instances around the borders between classes.
Within the experimental space P, we first generate a uniformly distributed pool of around 10,000 unlabeled network QoS instances. We obtain the corresponding labels using the above mentioned procedure of controlled experimentation. Similar procedure is adopted to generate 800 samples within the experimental space of V to obtain independent validation
sets for each classification scenario (binary/multiclass), equally distributed
among the classes.
While performing the experiments, we make sure that the impairments
in the network QoS are only due to the configured parameters on DummyNet. We confirm this by verifying before every experiment that the path
to YouTube servers has zero loss, low RTT (less than 10 ms) and an available
bandwidth larger than the configured one on DummyNet.
3.5. Mapping Function
We label our datasets using controlled experiments for both the binary
and the multiclass classification scenarios. For the former case, QoE of
YouTube is classified into two labels; Good, if there are no interruptions
and Bad if there are interruptions of the playout. This mapping relationship
is used to translate the application level measurements in the pool to binary
QoE labels. Owing to the large sample space for the pool, the resulting
dataset was highly unbalanced with less than 1% of Good samples.
For the multiclass scenario, we rely on integer labels ranging from 1 to 5,
based on the ITU-T Recommendation P.911 [17]. The QoE labels quantifying
the user experience are directly related to the application level metrics of
overall stalling time and initial join time [18]. The larger these times, the
worse the QoE. Based on this information, we define the multiclass QoE label
as a function of the total buffering time calculated as the sum of the initial
join time and the overall stalling time. Prior work on subjective YouTube
QoE has suggested an exponential relationship between buffering time and
QoE [18]. Hence we define QoEmulti = αe−βt +1, where t is the total buffering
11

time (in seconds) for each experiment. The values of the factors α and β are
calculated based on some assumptions of the best and worst scenarios for
QoE. For example, for the best scenario, the QoE is maximum of 5 for zero
buffering time which leads to α = 4. And for the worst scenario, we consider
a threshold for the total buffering time, beyond which the QoE label would
be less than 1.5. We define this threshold to be 60 seconds which is equal
to half of the total duration of the video used in our case. The value of
this threshold is based on the results of a user engagement study (based on
23 million views) [19] which illustrates the video abandonment rate going
upto more than 80% for a join time of 60 seconds. With this threshold,
we get β = 0.0347. We would like to emphasize here that this mapping
function and its given parameter values are not the final model for YouTube,
rather these values are used as an example to get multiple output classes,
yet well capturing the dependency between QoS and QoE, over which we
can test active learning. Of course, with different mapping relationships, the
models built will also be different, however the underlying active sampling
methodology would remain the same.
The visual representation in Figure 1 shows a projection of the experimental space over the two features Round-Trip Time (RTT) and packet loss.
For both the binary and the multiclass datasets, the relationship of the QoE
labels with network QoS is evident – we can visualize a decision boundary
over this projection. Here, samples having higher QoE are clustered in the
lower regions of the RTT and packet loss space, with an apparent monotonicity in the variation of the QoE labels in particular for the multiclass set.
Note here that the projection over the throughput feature, that we do not
include here for lack of space, did not show such a clear clustering.
Figure 2 shows the CDF of the features in the pool, P, where the relationship of the QoE w.r.t the individual network QoS features is highlighted.
It can be seen that the effect of RTT and packet loss on the QoE is more
pronounced as compared to throughput. In fact, for the case of throughput,
the CDF is linear for all classes and shows a threshold effect in case of binary
classification, i.e., for all videos that do not stall (Good samples in binary
classification), the network has a throughput higher than around 1.6 Mbps
which can be understood as the bit rate of the given YouTube 720p video.
For such visualizations, if we look at the other two QoS features, we can see
that the RTT is always lower than 1 second and packet loss remains below
10% for 90% of theGood cases. This gives a brief idea on how the network
should be provisioned for the given YouTube 720p video to play out without
12

(a) Binary classification

(b) Multiclass classification

(c) Binary QoE labels

(d) Multiclass QoE labels
Figure 1: Visual representation of the datasets

any buffering event.
3.6. Performance Analysis
We compare the performance of the active learning algorithms with uniform sampling where the selection of the instances from the pool P is random.
For all scenarios, the same initial training set is used, which comprises of just
two instances from different classes. Along algorithm execution, each iteration corresponds to picking an instance from the pool and adding it to the
training set. After each iteration, the size of the training set increases by
one, so the number of iterations also corresponds to the size of the built
13

(a) Binary classification

(b) Multiclass classification
Figure 2: CDF of the samples in the pool

training set, T . The entire algorithm is run for all the samples in the pool
and the performance results shown are the average of 20 independent runs.
For ease of understanding, the naming convention for the sampling scenarios
are mentioned below:
1. UNIFORM: sampling is random.
2. LC: sampling is done based on the utility measure of Least Confidence.
3. MARGIN: sampling is done based on the utility measure of Minimal
Margin.
4. EYNTROPY: sampling is done based on the utility measure of Maximum Entropy.
The overall accuracy of the Decision Tree QoE model using the different
sampling techniques applied to the binary classification case is shown in
Figure 3a. It can be seen that all the uncertainty sampling techniques have
a close performance and they all outperform uniform sampling by achieving
a higher accuracy with a much lower number of samples in the training
phase. This ratifies our earlier description of active learning, that training
14

(a) Learner accuracy

(b) Cumulative ratio of Good samples

Figure 3: Binary classification results

with samples closer to the decision boundaries is much more beneficial as
compared to samples away from them. The accuracy starts from its initial
value of 0.5 (learner predicts initially everything as Bad ) and then quickly
achieves the optimum accuracy of around 75%, whereas the accuracy using
uniform sampling becomes comparable much later on. The performance gain
of our methodology can be gauged by the fact that we are now able to build
a QoE model much faster and by using almost one order of magnitude fewer
experiments compared to randomly choosing the network QoS configurations
for experimentation (uniform sampling). The reduction in the number of
experiments means that we gain in the overall cost involved in building the
model.
It has to be noted that this observed value of model prediction accuracy
is dependent on the used pool and the validation sets in our experimentation.
For different validation sets, the learner accuracy might be slightly different.
But still, one can question why the accuracy of the learner is only up to 75%,
and does not reach higher values as in prior works in [20], [7] and [21] where
similar ML models have accuracy ranging from 84% to 93%. The reason
for this difference lies in the type of features used. The prior works rely
on features obtained directly from traffic traces (in-band features), whereas
our work considers features that are out-of-band w.r.t the traffic itself. As
a result the obtained accuracy for such models is higher. This will also be
verified in Section 4.6, where we will show that in-band features indeed give
better accuracy compared with out-of-band network features.
From Figure 1a, we can see that the underlying distribution of the binary
labels in the pool is highly unbalanced with all samples from the minority
class (i.e., Good class in our case) located in a single small region in the
15

(a) Learner accuracy

(b) Mean deviation

Figure 4: Multiclass classification results

corner of the experimental space. Due to this reason it can be expected
that the active learner tends to focus on this region in picking its points for
labeling which would result in picking the instances from the minority class
much faster as compared to uniform sampling. To verify this, we plot the
cumulative ratio of the selected instances from the minority class (Good class
in our case) in Figure 3b, where we can indeed see that the minor points are
picked much faster by active sampling as compared to uniform sampling.
This results in having adequate number of samples from each class to get a
better accuracy.
The results for the multiclass classification case are shown in Figure 4a
for 25% of the pool size to focus on the initial part, where the gain of active
sampling over uniform sampling is more visible. A noticeable observation is
that the accuracy of the model is much lower than in the binary classification
case. The reason being that the number of borders between the multiclass
labels is larger as compared to binary classification, so the number of ambiguous regions (the challenged regions where the validation is performed) is also
larger, thus the accuracy of the multiclass QoE model is decreased. Having
said that, the converged value of the Mean Deviation shown in Figure 4b is
close to 1, which means that most of the mis-classifications are only to the
adjacent classes. As for the active learner’s convergence rate, we can see that
it again performs better than uniform sampling as it achieves a lower mean
deviation with fewer training samples.
Finally, the difference between the selected instances using active learning (ENTROPY) and uniform sampling is visualized in Figure 5, at 5% of
the pool size. It is evident that in case of uniform sampling, the training
set comprises of points scattered throughout the sample space whereas for
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(a) Binary classification

(b) Multiclass classification
Figure 5: Training set samples at 5% of the pool size

active learning, points are mostly selected from a region near the decision
boundaries. More importantly, unrealistic extreme points of very high RTT/loss rate are seldom sampled by the active learner compared to uniform
sampling. Therefore, active learning allows experimentation to be carried out
with more relevant network configurations compared to uniform sampling of
the space. Hence, we are able to build accurate models quickly, without the
need to know any prior information on what a relevant experimental space
should be for the given target application.
3.7. The effect of pool size on model accuracy
In our validation of pool based sampling, we used an arbitrary pool size of
10k samples. A question arises on the appropriate pool size to be used for a
given experimentation scenario without having any a priori knowledge of the
feature space. Ideally the pool used should be as large as possible. However,
as we will show subsequently, uncertainty sampling with very large pools can
cause the learner to block for long time in uncertain regions of space resulting
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in an inaccurate ML model. To verify this problem, we perform an analysis of
pool based sampling on a synthetic dataset with different pool sizes (1k, 10k
and 100k samples). We consider a binary classification scenario with two
input features and use our pool based uncertainty sampling methodology
(Section 3.1) to build the training set. The ground truth (the labeler) is
represented by a function whose decision boundary has a non-linear shape
with a monotonic transition in label classes, similar to what we observe in the
training sets of Figure 1. The function we use to represent such a boundary
is given by y = 0.1 + (1 − x)20 (Figure 6a) assuming that the features take
values of 0 or 1. Furthermore, to mimic real systems, we add random noise
in the region near the decision boundary; the noise is added within 0.1 units
from the decision boundary.
Using our methodology, we obtain the performance curves shown in Figure 6b, which show the accuracy of the ML model (a Decision Tree model
with 20 samples per leaf) obtained for 20 independent runs using the utility
measure of ENTROPY. We observe that the performance of the model is
indeed dependent on the size of the pool. For a pool of 1k instances, the performance is poor due to the limited number of instances. If we increase the
pool to a reasonably large value of 10k samples, we observe a significant gain
over uniform sampling. However, if we further increase the pool size to 100k
samples, the performance deteriorates, instead of improving further. This is
because of the blocking issue as mentioned before. Thus, for any controlled
experimentation environment, the experimenter either has to first define a
pool of a given size and then apply active learning on it. A very large pool
may result in the blocking issue resulting in lower modeling accuracy while
a small pool may also lead to low accuracy. The issue here is that we cannot
ascertain the right pool size a priori without performing the experiments. So
in order to avoid this problem of choosing the right pool size, we re-formulate
our active learning approach in the next section, where instead of defining
any pool, we sample the space directly by cutting the space into regions and
use a probabilistic approach of choosing the experimentation scenarios to
avoid the learner to get blocked in the noisy parts of the feature space.
4. Relaxing the Pool Assumption and Solving the Blocking Issue:
An Online Sampling Approach
Our approach to overcome the aforementioned problem regarding the pool
size selection and sampler blocking can be summarized in Figure 7. Instead
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(a) Ground Truth

(b) Accuracy

Figure 6: Comparison of accuracy with different pool sizes
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Figure 7: Active sampling

of selecting samples from a pool of scenarios, the experimental space itself
is directly sampled to obtain a point 3 from the regions of high uncertainty
in the QoS feature space. And as already stated before, the regions of high
uncertainty in the feature space are those where the ML model under construction has low confidence in its prediction (or classification).
Some ML algorithms such as K-means and Decision Trees (DT) have this
intrinsic capability of cutting the space into regions and assigning confidence
levels to each region. Other ML algorithms can be complemented by an auxiliary solution to cut the space into such regions. For ease of presentation
and without losing generality, we consider Decision Trees here. A DT learner
splits the space using a set of internal nodes and edge leafs disposed in a tree
structure and learnt from the studied trace. Each node in the tree is assigned a feature threshold and the arcs generated from each node downwards
indicate the value of the feature meeting the criterion at the node. The last
node in this tree structure, called a leaf, represents a unique region in the
3

A sampled point refers to a specific experimentation scenario.
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feature space. Each leaf has a certain number of samples from each class
and is labeled with the class having the maximum number of samples in it.
Labeled leafs come with some uncertainty, which can be quantified by the
measure of Entropy. So, in a given DT model with L leafs, each leaf i can
have an entropy ei given by
ei = −

M
X

(m)

pi

(m)

log pi ,

(1)

m=1
(m)

where pi is the classification probability of class m in leaf i, i.e., equal to
the number of samples of class m divided by the total number of labeled
samples in the leaf, with M being the total number of output classes.
At each iteration, we propose to select a leaf for experimentation from
the set of leafs of the DT learner. As the model has same certainty about all
points in a leaf, the experimentation scenario (e.g., a tuple of round-trip time,
loss rate and bandwidth) is then picked randomly from the region covered by
the selected leaf. The criterion for selecting the best leaf for experimentation
could be based on the same criterion of pool based uncertainty sampling
which is to select the leaf for which the entropy of the model is the highest.
However, as already stated, if the regions of each of the QoE classes, e.g.,
Good or Bad, are not highly separable in space, i.e., if there is noise in the
given regions, then experimenting with network scenarios in the regions of
highest uncertainty may cause the learner to get stuck in these regions. To
avoid this situation, we modify this criterion such that instead of choosing the
region with the highest entropy, we propose to select the regions for labeling
with a probability that follows the distribution of the entropies of the leafs
in the given experimental space. As a consequence, regions in space with
high uncertainty are more likely to be used for experimentation compared
to regions with low uncertainty. We call our approach HYBRID where an
ith leaf is selected
for experimentation from a set of leafs with a probability
P
given by ei / j ej , ei is given in (1).
The overall summary of our new methodology is given below:
1: Θ = Decision Tree ML Model
2: L = Leafs of a Decision Tree {l(i) }L
i=1
3: T = Training set of labeled instances {hx, yi(i) }Ti=1
4: Φ = Utility measure based on Entropy
5: for each experiment do
6:
select l∗ ∈ L, as per Φ
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7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

randomly select x∗ ∈ l∗
experiment using x∗ to obtain label y ∗
add hx∗ , y ∗ i to T
Θ = train(T )
end for

4.1. Stopping Criterion
In active learning, we can stop the experimentations when the model stops
improving while new samples are getting labeled. The convergence of the
model under contruction can be gauged by several measures including model
accuracy, uncertainty and model confidence [22]. For the accuracy measure,
in general, a separate validation set that is needed to represent the ground
truth and over which the model can be tested at every iteration of active
learning. However, when the training set is built on the fly as in our case, we
do not have any information on the ground truth beforehand. So, in this case,
we cannot use an independent accuracy measure to observe change in model
performance over time. Instead, we can demonstrate model convergence by
observing the change in the uncertainty (Eq. 1) and the confidence measures
(Section 4.2) over the course of the iterations. As we will show in Section 4.5,
the uncertainty of the model decreases while the confidence increases with
increasing number of experiments, eventually attaining a plateau indicating
model convergence after which no major subsequent change in the model
occurs even with more experiments. Thus, at this stage, further experiments
can be stopped.
4.2. Gauging Model Quality using Model Confidence
Here, we explain how the confidence measure, which reflects the quality
of the model under construction, can be calculated for Decision Trees. For
leaf i, let’s define the confidence of the model in the label it assigns to the
(1)
(M )
(m)
leaf as ci = max pi , . . . pi
, where pi is the classification probability
per class m in the given leaf i. With this definition, we can define a set
C = {ci }Li=1 that denotes the confidence measures for each leaf i in the entire
feature space, L being the number of leafs. To have a unified measure for
the entire space, we can simply use the average of C as a single measure
representing the global confidence of the model over the entire feature space.
But simple averaging means that we give equal weight to all leafs. A better
approach is to have different weights associated to different leafs based on
the volume of the regions they occupy in the feature space, thus bigger leafs
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can be assigned bigger weighting factors and vice versa. The weighting factor
wi can be computed as
1
wi =
X1 X2 ...XN

Z

Z
···

HIGHi

xn

LOWi

dx1 . . . dxN ,

(2)

xn

i
i
where xLOW
and xHIGH
are the threshold values for feature xn of leaf i.
n
n
These thresholds define the limits of the region represented by each leaf in
the feature space. We normalize with respect to the total volume of the
feature space X1 X2 ...XN to get weights between 0 and 1.
With wiP
computed, we can then define our unified Weighted Confidence
Measure as Li=1 ci wi . By defining it this way, the confidence measure models
the confidence, or certainty, of the constructed model in classifying a random
sample picked with a uniform probability in the feature space into a QoE
label. This measure should be the highest possible.

4.3. Evaluation
We implement our HYBRID sampling methodology shown in Figure 7,
in a controlled experimentation framework for modeling YouTube video QoE
based on the same methdology of Section 3.4. The framework consists of a
client node that performs the experiments, and a controller node that implements active learning using Python Scikit. At each experiment, the client
node 1) obtains from the controller, a QoS feature tuple which it enforces on
its network interface using linux traffic control tc, 2) runs a sample YouTube
720p video video ID: oFkulzWMotY and obtains its corresponding QoE, 3)
sends back the labeled tuple of the enforced QoS and the output QoE to
the controller, which then updates the DT model locally. For the QoE, we
consider the binary case to ease the illustration of results, i.e., Bad if the
video suffers from stalling (stalling duration of more than 1000 ms) or has
a join time of more than 30 seconds, and Good if the video starts within 30
seconds and plays out smoothly without any major stalls (stalling duration
of less than 1000 ms). In the subsequent analysis, the green color refers to
the Good class and the red color refers to the Bad class.
To evaluate our methodology, we collect two datasets, DM AXEN T ROP Y
and DHY BRID based on two different sampling approaches, MAXENTROPY
and HYBRID. In MAXENTROPY, the region selected for labeling is the
one which has maximum entropy according to the ML model under construction whereas in HYBRID, the criterion for selecting a region is based
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on the entropy-based probabilistic measure. Each dataset is comprised of
4000 YouTube video playouts in our controlled network environment. We
compare the DT models built by these two datasets and prove how our
proposed methodology HYBRID can build better QoE models compared to
MAXENTROPY and the previously described pool based sampling. We
then illustrate how the model built with DHY BRID changes over the course
of the iterations showcasing that further experiments can be stopped once
stability is achieved in the model under construction. Finally, we observe
the performance of some common ML algorithms trained with DHY BRID and
demonstrate that DTs perform well enough compared to other learners in
our case.
The visual representation of the collected datasets is shown in Figures 8a
and 8b. In these figures, sampled network scenarios are projected over different pairs of QoS axes. We can clearly see a significant difference between the
two approaches in the regional distribution of the sampled scenarios for both
the Good and the Bad classes. For MAXENTROPY, the active learner is
stuck in a small region of the experimental space which results in other useful
regions being missed out. The HYBRID approach and thanks to its intrinsic
random behavior, mitigates this problem and results in experiments being
carried out in a larger region with a better capture of the decision boundary.
As a result of this difference in the datasets, the DT models trained with
these datasets are also different. This is highlighted in Figure 9a where we
show the visual representation of what is predicted by the DT model over the
same pairs of QoS axes. Clearly, the model built with the HYBRID approach
captures better the distribution of QoE labels over the space. One still needs
to validate the accuracy and confidence of the obtained models overall.
4.4. Accuracy and Confidence
As we are in an online mode, we don’t want to condition our validation
by the presence of a separate dataset forming the ground truth. We want
the validation to be carried out over the dataset itself produced on the fly
by active learning. For this, we resort to a well known technique called
k-fold cross validation to gauge the performance of the models. In k-fold
cross validation, the target dataset is split into training and validation sets
k times randomly. The model is then trained with the training set and
tested with the validation set k times to get k accuracy scores. The final
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(a) MAXENTROPY

(b) HYBRID
Figure 8: Visual representation of the collected datasets

accuracy score is then the average of these k scores. We plot the F1-Score4
based on cross validation (k = 3 with a data split ratio of 80:20 for training
and validation) that is computed at each iteration of our experimentation in
Figure 10, where we can see that HYBRID achieves a better accuracy for both
classes compared to MAXENTROPY5 . However, an important observation
here is that as we increase the number of experiments, the cross validation
F1-Score begins to decrease. For MAXENTROPY, that drop is significantly
more important. The reason for it is that as we keep on experimenting,
more and more scenarios will be picked from the uncertain regions nearby
the boundary between classes, thus making the resulting dataset more and
more noisy and difficult to predict.
We further calculate the Weighted Confidence Measure –discussed in Sec4

The F1-score is a measure to gauge the accuracy of the ML model by taking into
account both the precision and recall. It is given by 2pr/(p + r), where p and r are the
precision and recall of the ML model respectively. It takes its value between 0 and 1 with
larger values corresponding to better classification accuracy of the model.
5
The results shown in Figures 10 to 13 are based on moving average with a window
size of 100 iterations to smooth out the curves for better presentation.
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(a) MAXENTROPY

(b) HYBRID
Figure 9: Visual depiction of the DT ML Model

tion 4.1 – to better gauge the quality of the models. Figure 11 shows this
comparison for DT models built with HYBRID and MAXENTROPY. We
also add to this figure the result of pool based sampling of Section 3. For
this latter result, the performance of the learner is limited by the size of
the pool used, which explains why it shows less confidence in its prediction
than our two proposed online approaches. The figure shows that HYRBID
can build QoE models having a better confidence than the other approaches,
which added to the previous cross-validation result, confirms that the QoE
models built with HYBRID are of better quality compared to those built
with MAXENTROPY. Table 1 further highlights this result by showing the
same measure of confidence but w.r.t each class after 3000 experiments were
carried out. Not only HYBRID has better confidence on average, but it is
also more confident in its prediction for the both classes. Interestingly, the
confidence of the model for the Bad class is very high for all the approaches.
As mentioned above, this is because of the unbalance of the space between
the two classes (see Figure 8). In fact, in our case, the performance of the
model w.r.t the minor class (Good ) actually defines how good the model is.
And indeed, HYBRID has the best confidence for the Good class as well
among all the other sampling approaches.
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(a) MAXENTROPY

(b) HYBRID

Figure 10: Comparison of the F1-Scores per class b/w HYBRID and MAXENTROPY

Figure 11: The weighted confidence measure

4.5. Model Convergence
To study the convergence of the model with the HYBRID approach, we
start by showing the variation in the entropies of the leafs of the DT model
in Figure 12. We can observe that the minimum and maximum entropies of
the DT leafs remain consistently at the respective values of 0 and 0.7. An
entropy value of zero means that throughout the experiments, there remain
regions in the experimental space which have clear uniformity, i.e., all samples
in those regions belong only to one class thus the model would have 100%
confidence in such regions. A second observation from Figure 12 is that the
maximum entropy goes up to 0.7 and remains at this value even if we add
further experiments. This means that in this state, the ML model would
have regions where it is still uncertain; but these regions are small in volume
and cannot improve further. Finally, the average entropy shown in Figure 12
is a weighted sum of the entropies of all leafs with each leaf assigned a weight
according to the leaf’s geometric volume. We can see that the average entropy
progressively goes down to a stable low value which is an indication of the
model convergence in its leaf entropy distribution.
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Strategy
Bad Good
HYBRID
99% 93%
MAXENTROPY
99% 87%
MAXENTROPY(POOL) 100% 78%
UNIFORM
99% 71%
Table 1: Model confidence per class after 3000 iterations

Figure 12: Variation of Entropy

We now study convergence from another perspective. Figure 13 shows the
model’s minimum and maximum classification probabilities per class over all
leafs labelled with that class. The results here are complementary to the ones
in Figure 12 as maximum (resp. minimum) entropy corresponds to minimum
(resp. maximum) confidence. As said above, the maximum classification
probability is 1.0 for both classes, which confirms the presence of regions in
space where the model is 100% confident. As more and more leafs are added,
and as leafs get smaller and smaller, the minimum probabilities converge
to a value around 0.5, which in our binary case is the maximum uncertain
scenario. This minimum is driven by highly uncertain small leafs.
The convergence of the above metrics is an indication of model stability.
Experiments can then be safely stopped as the model stops evolving. The
stopping criterion can be the point where all these metrics converge, but one
can anticipate and stop the experiments when the overall confidence measure
stops increasing, as shown in Figure 11. Experiments beyond this point have
almost no impact on the model performance.
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Figure 13: Classification probabilites (confidence) of the DT leafs per class

4.6. Inband and Outband QoS feature performance for different ML algorithms
An important question is why the F1-Scores obtained in Figure 10 are
only up to around 75% whereas similar QoE models for YouTube [7], [23]
obtain larger values. The reason is in the difference in the features used in
our work compared to the ones used in the literature. The model we present
here uses the enforced QoS on tc (Outband measurements) as input features whereas the models presented in the literature mostly use QoS features
directly obtained from the application traffic itself (Inband measurements).
Such features have better correlation with the output QoE, thus normally
should result in better models. Their drawback is that they require access
to the application traffic itself to predict the QoE, whereas with our QoS
features, and this is the main motivation behind our project ACQUA [1],
we can talk about QoE prediction without the need to run the application
itself or have its traffic. To confirm this difference, we collect in parallel
such application traffic features from the raw YouTube video traffic traces
while building DHY BRID . The features we collect are based on the network
measurements of Download throughput, Download packet inter-arrival time,
Upload packet inter-arrival time and Download packet size. For each of these
measurements, we calculate 6 statistical measures during each video streaming session. These statistical measures are the average, the maximum, the
standard deviation, the 20th, the 50th and the 90th percentiles. Overall,
6 statistical measures for the 4 network measurements, which amount to a
total of 24 features are given as input to a new ML QoS-QoE model. The
improvement in the accuracy by modeling with these inband features can be
confirmed by comparing results in Table 2 where a gain of 15-20% can be
noticed. We consider this difference as the cost of QoE prediction and we
will be looking in the future into ways to reduce it further. Note here that
in this table, different learners are used to confirm the insensitivity of our
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Figure 14: Comparison of accuracy for synthetic dataset (non-linear function)

results to the choice of Decision Trees as a machine learning technique.
Classifier

Class

Nearest
Neighbors
Decision
Tree
Random
Forest
AdaBoost

Good
Bad
Good
Bad
Good
Bad
Good
Bad
Good
Bad

Naive
Bayes

Outband QoS
Prec Recall F1
57% 55% 56%
58% 60% 59%
74% 73% 73%
74% 75% 74%
76% 78% 77%
78% 76% 77%
79% 72% 76%
75% 81% 78%
75% 22% 34%
57% 93% 71%

Inband QoS
Prec Recall F1
89% 90% 90%
90% 89% 90%
96% 93% 94%
93% 96% 95%
96% 96% 96%
96% 96% 96%
94% 95% 95%
96% 94% 95%
94% 66% 78%
74% 96% 83%

Table 2: Performance of popular ML algorithms with Inband and Outband QoS features

4.7. Quantifying the Gain of Active Sampling with Synthetic Datasets
We further validate the HYBRID approach over the synthetic non-linear
function described in Section 3.7 to obtain the performance curves of Figure 14. This figure shows the performance comparison of both the Pool based
and the HYBRID approaches for modeling a non-linear decision boundary.
It can be seen that HYBRID and POOL 10K perform similarly while MAXENTROPY performs poorly. Note that MAXENTROPY is equivalent to
pool based sampling with an infinite pool size, thus has lower accuracy than
POOL 10K.
From Figure 14, it is also evident that active sampling techniques clearly
outperform uniform sampling. However, the overall gain of active sampling
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(a) C=0

(b) C=0.2

(c) C=0.4

(d) C=0.6

(e) C=0.8

Figure 15: The synthetic linear functions

C Class 0
0
50%
0.2
32%
0.4
18%
0.6
8%
0.8
2%

Class 1
50%
68%
82%
92%
98%

Table 3: Covered area for each class according to a tunable linear function

for any new given experimental scenario depends on the distribution of the
ground truth labels and the complexity of the decision boundaries in the underlying feature space. In order to verify this claim, we analyze the performance of our techniques over different synthetic feature spaces (the methodology of Section 3.7 for synthetic datasets is again used here but with a linear
decision function) to see the difference in the performance gain of active sampling over uniform sampling. Here, we vary the distribution of the ground
truth labels in the feature space by changing the position of the decision
boundary which is represented by the linear function given by y = 1 − x − C.
The constant C is varied in steps of 0.2 from 0 to 1 to obtain five different
spaces. The resulting distribution of the output labels is visualized in Figure 15 while the area covered by each class is given in Table. 3. Considering
such scenarios, and supposing we have a budget of 500 or 1000 experiments,
we showcase next the performance gain of active sampling in terms of modeling accuracy. The results are given in Figure 16 where we can see that the
performance gain increases as the distribution of the labels gets more and
more unbalanced in space. Furthermore, for increased budget, the performance gain decreases. Note here that these results are for a simple linear
decision boundary; for complex decision boundaries, the gain would be even
more pronounced. From these results it may be concluded that the actual
gain of active sampling over uniform sampling is not fixed, rather it is depen30

Figure 16: Gain over Uniform Sampling for different feature spaces

Figure 17: Computation complexity in milliseconds of each sampling iteration. Results
obtained on a PC using Intel Core i7-6600U (2.60 GHz) CPU with 15 GB of RAM and
using Python 2.7 on Fedora release 24.

dent on the complexity of the feature space and the available experimentation
budget.
4.7.1. Comparing the computational overhead of active sampling
Since active sampling involves computing and ranking the model uncertainties at each iteration, it is expected that these additional computations
will incur a computational overhead. To evaluate this overhead, we plot the
computational time observed at each iteration in modeling the synthetic linear function (Figure 15b) in Figure 17. It can be seen that the overhead due
to active sampling is of the order of few milliseconds only. For pool based
sampling, the computational time increases as we increase the size of the
pool, while for HYBRID, it increases as the number of leafs in the DT model
grows. Considering that experiments in QoE modeling scenarios consume
time in the order of minutes, a computational overhead of few hundreds of
milliseconds is negligible, especially if compared to the time saved in carrying out the experiments. Also, the overhead is dependent on the type of ML
algorithm used, in our work we use Decision Trees which are faster to train
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compared to other learners such as Neural Networks or SVM.
5. Implementation of active sampling in real production networks
While our active sampling approach targets controlled experimentation
environments, it can also be used in real-world production networks (e.g.,
YouTube, Netflix etc.) as well. Here, we can use pool based sampling where
the pool of unlabeled data can be the set of network measurements observed
for each of the end users’ web/video/audio streaming sessions. Then, the
task of labeling this entire measurement dataset with its corresponding QoE
label can be optimized using active learning by choosing the samples for labeling (by user feedback) for which the underlying ML model (at the backend
server) is uncertain. Only for such measurements, the server should ask the
end user to feedback the corresponding video session in terms of the MoS
observed (the labeling procedure in active learning). This labeled sample is
then added to the training set at the backend to update and build the model
iteratively and efficiently. This schema is relevant to any service provider,
Youtube, Netflix, Whatsapp, Skype etc., where end users are solicited for
feedback at the right moment for samples for which the model is uncertain.
On one hand active sampling will reduce the number of solicitations (user
feedback), and so will bother less the end users, and on the other hand it will
produce efficiently a model that can be used later by these players to model
and estimate Quality of Experience of their customers, and operate over the
content and the network to optimize Quality of Experience.
5.1. Application of pool based sampling on an open network measurement
dataset
To illustrate the performance of active sampling in a scenario with real
networks, we apply pool based sampling on a real network measurements
dataset used as our pool of data. Specifically, we use the dataset provided
by FCC [24] which has more than 3 million measurements of downlink bandwidth and latency for broadband video streaming tests performed with several ISPs in August 2016. The CDF of this dataset is shown in Figure 18
where the median of the downlink throughput occurs at around 5 Mbps while
the distribution for RTT is highly skewed with 95% of samples having RTT
values less than 92 ms.
We use this dataset to build both our pool and the validation set with a
data split ratio of 95:5 resulting in a validation set with over 20k samples and
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a pool of more than 3 million samples. We then repeat our sampling methodology described in Section 3.1 and obtain at each iteration the accuracy of
the model being built using active sampling compared to uniform sampling
of the FCC pool. The labeling is done using the ML model of Figure 9b
with loss rate set to zero. The results are shown in Figure 19 where we can
indeed see that pool based sampling achieves higher accuracy faster than uniform sampling, ratifying the feasibility of using active sampling techniques
on realistic data pools as well.
Note that the gain in terms of the experiments saved in this case is in the
order of hundreds of experiments which might seem low. This is due to the
fact that in this particular scenario, the decision boundary is a horizontal or
a vertical line (Figure 9b for bandwidth vs. RTT). Learning such boundaries
is easier and would require fewer experiments compared to learning more
complex boundaries such as the one in Figure 9b (loss rate vs. RTT).

(a) Downlink Throughput

(b) RTT

Figure 18: CDF of the FCC dataset

Figure 19: Application of pool based active sampling over FCC dataset. The measure
of accuracy is the average of the F1-scores per class and the scores at each iteration
correspond to the average of 20 independent runs.
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6. Related Work and Discussion
A detailed survey of the active learning techniques can be found in [9].
To the best of our knowledge, the work presented in this paper is the first
attempt to apply active learning techniques in the context of QoE modeling
versus network QoS conditions based on controlled experimentation. Prior
work on the application of active learning in the domain of QoE is discussed
under different contexts other than controlled experimentation. For example,
the authors in [25] propose the application of active learning to tackle the
scale of subjective experimentation in addressing the problem of biases and
variability in subjective QoE assessments for video. Other works such as in
[26] use active sampling in choosing the type of subjective experiments for
image quality assessments.
Similar experimental selection problems have also been considered in
other contexts than QoE and ML. For example authors in [27] propose a
technique to maximize the information gain while minimizing the duration
of the bench-marking/experimentation process. Their technique gives higher
importance to placing experiments in regions where larger changes in the
response variable exist. The regions have fixed volume in the experimental
space. Their method is similar to uncertainty sampling in terms of targeting
uncertain regions of space but differs w.r.t the output variable; in our work
we consider discrete integral output labels in a supervised ML classification
scenario while in their case they consider a continuous output variable. Also,
they consider fixed size regions while we use variable sized geometric regions
of space represented by the leafs of a DT.
Our online active sampling methdology relies on using a probablistic variable uncertainty criterion to pick the most suitable region for experimentation. A similar criterion is used in [28] in a stream based selective sampling
scenario with a variable threshold of uncertainty to target a problem of dynamic decision boundaries (referred to as concept drift in active learning
literature). This problem is different than ours in that we consider noisy decision boundaries. Also, in our work, we do not receive any unlabeled data,
rather we synthesize the data for labeling.
In [29], authors use active learning to target crowdsourced QoE modeling
scenarios whereas we consider controlled experimentation. They highlight
the problem of subjectivity in the QoE scores which leads to degraded performance with active learning. A similar problem can occur in our controlled
experimentation approach where a network fluctuation can deviate the QoS
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observed from to the enforced QoS, thus creating noise in the training set
which would lower the performance of the model being built. But if these
fluctuations remain minimal, their impact on the performance of our solution will also be minimal. As a solution to this problem of dynamic network
conditions, one can imagine redoing our work but with as input features not
only the mean network QoS values, but also their variability, and make sure
to measure these means and variability while using the model (training and
QoE estimation).
Supervised ML has been used extensively in literature for QoS-QoE modeling; a detailed survey of such models is provided in [30]. While we also use
supervised ML in our work, our focus is not on the final QoE models, but on
reducing the cost of building such models by active sampling. Furthermore,
the conventional approach of using supervised ML in QoS-QoE modeling is
to use the training data that is either collected in the wild [31], [7] or built
by controlled experimentation [32]. For data collected in the wild, the model
suffers from the biasness of the underlying data source, while for the case of
controlled experimentation, the similarity in the experimental space is not
fully exploited. Our paper fills these gaps by proposing intelligent sampling
that allows building models quickly in a general way not biased to any particular data source.
The work in this paper presents a validation of active sampling for a
video-on-demand (VOD) QoE modeling scenario where the same content(s)
can be played in multiple experiments over time. However, For live video
streaming, the content of the video cannot be stored and can change over
time. If only the network QoS features are used to model live video QoE, the
underlying decision boundaries are expected to be noisier with larger regions
of uncertainty in the network feature space compared to modeling for VOD.
Active sampling in such a scenario will still be useful but may converge to a
lower accuracy compared to a modeling for a stored video content.
7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we showcased the benefit of using active learning to speed
up the process of building QoE models using controlled experimentation.
Our work validated active learning over a sample YouTube QoE modeling
use case and our results showed improvement over conventional uniform sampling of the experimental space. In the future, we plan to incorporate active
learning in practice such that the datasets of the QoS-QoE mappings are
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directly obtained using active learning for a variety of applications such as
VoIP (Skype, Viber, Whatsapp etc.) and Web Browsing. Each application
scenario requires its own QoE definition which may be subjective (with real
users) or based an objective functions. Objective functions can be e.g., PESQ
for VoIP or Google’s SpeedIndex for Web QoE. So, for different applications,
the QoS-QoE modeling setup for data collection will be different, however
the underlying active sampling framework would remain same.
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